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OBJECT oronto

is an annual exposition promoting
contemporary work made by artists crossing
boundaries between craft, art and design. Working
in the cultural context of an increasingly virtual
world, these artists are connected by their desire to
explore the manifestation of ideas through the
making of objects. As makers, they are committed
to the physicality of material and its transformation
through skilled techniques. OBJECT oronto is an
artist-presented exposition, thereby giving the
public an opportunity to meet the individuals who
design and make the work. As makers ourselves,
we formed the OBJECT oronto Collective to establish an event that fosters appreciation of unique
objects, supports and strengthens a community of
makers, and encourages public awareness of
Canadian talent.
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OBJECToronto Collective
Paul McClure - Vivienne Jones - Ken
Nicol

201 Clare Scott-Taggart CS T + David Samplonius D S

206 Paul McClure + Sarah Troper

202 K. Nicol + Sophie Bouy

211 Robin Tieu R T + Michelle Mendlowitz M M

203 Vivienne Jones V J + Fran Piccaluga

212 Lindsay MacDonald L K + Adam Krawesky A K

+ Richard Wyman

213 duerst D + Don Maynard D M

204 Brad Copping B C + Sue Rankin S J

214 Harbinger Gallery H G

205 Shanna Miller S M + Jerry Drozdowsky

*Hallway exhibits are identified with artists’ initials
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K. Nicol
Sad Toy, 2005

Function herein has an emotional responsibility — an attitude. Forms become posture,

OBJECToronto. Art. Craft. Design. Converge at the Gladstone Hotel,

April 28th through April 30, 2006. Originally titled 3 Night Stand,
OBJECToronto is the second annual exposition established for local artists
with international reputations. Co-Founders Paul McClure, Vivienne Jones
and Ken Nicol, envisioned a weekend of serendipitous exchange between
diverse communities and æsthetic ideologies. Unlike typical fairs, O B J E C Toronto
presents a collective experience. Each of the 27 invited artists created an installation
of their work and will be present to discuss their unique perspectives. This avant-garde
exposition challenges tradition, much like the objects it presents.
Objects are complex. They confront and connect
us to our environment via an intricate set of narratives. They serve to express our identities,
awaken our memories and present our creativity
with wit, irony, humor, beauty and innovation.
Throughout the 20 th century objects have
played an important social role. Objects were
designed to transform society, æsthetically
and economically. Each successive movements
and style, from Art Nouveau through SuperModernism, positioned and repositioned these
concerns. The early 20 th century witnessed the
self-conscious justifications of modernist Le
Corbusier advocating the expression of rationality
and utility in modern decorative arts, as later
propagated in 1934 , by Phillip Johnson’s exhibition Machine Art at the Museum of Modern Art
in New York. The post World War II era dismissed the severity of this abstraction and
recalled a more romantic discourse described
prosaically by Rose Slivka, former editor of Craft
Horizons, now American Craft Magazine:
Objects become words and words become
objects. In the exchange between objects
and language, objects and silence, language
and song, song and silence, there are words
and wordlessness, and a juggling of meanings, all of which belong to one another.1
Shapes shifted from abstract geometric forms
to semiotic expressions of materials and mentality, which typified the Studio Arts movement
that followed.
In Canada, artist Robert Held has been
crowned a pioneer of Studio Glass. His teaching
at Sheridan College in late 1960 s and 1970 s
established a setting for glass outside the factory,

allowing an individual to experiment and create
artistic works with this alchemic material. Held’s
recent objects illustrate both his masterful
command of this discipline and poetic understanding of color and form.
Studio Jewellery addressed a different set
of concerns. The Studio Jewellery movement
subverted its status as a signifier of wealth and
power and was characterized by experimentation with non-precious and non-jewellery
materials. If ‘diamonds were the badge of the
Philistine’,2 then steel, black rubber, plastic and
aluminum — the industrial materials — became
symbolic badges of a more liberally-minded
public. Materials and processes therefore
were not used to create symbolic messages;
they were the symbolic message.
Sarah Troper illustrates this ironic attitude.
The Construct ’o’ Diamond Ring is a kit composed of silver elements, steel screws and nuts,
and handmade silver tools, as precious as the
ring itself. Following the printed instructions,
the connected parts outline the absence of
the diamond in this parody of a solitaire ring.
The works in OBJECT oronto mark a departure from the modernist mantra. Here, form no
longer follows function; the form signals the
absence of its expected function, highlighting
a more complex narrative. This complexity
underpins Hold the Candle by Sophie Bouy.
The function described by Bouy’s ephemeral
work also describes its destruction: once lit,
the candle and its pedestal, made entirely in
wax, will evaporate replacing material with
memory. For Ken Nicol the opposite is true.
Sad Toy is the memory. Its perfect geometry is

materials become skin, and concepts become desires.

compilation of every toy, providing an ideal
site to contemplate a lost innocence.
The objects presented in this exposition
identify a personal set of narratives. The
Shaman-like quality of Whitefloat by Susan
Rankin is poetic expression of beauty; a song,
a form and a ritual without a narrative. The
objects trouvé in the collaborative work of
Vivienne Jones and Fran Piccaluga lend narrative
source of inspiration. Lindsay MacDonald’s
ring Path maps the vertigo of the cityscape.
For Robin Tieu the narrative is literal. Her work
She Steams, He Creams, We All Dream for I
Scream positions her sculptural forms as puppets in theater. In contrast to these intimate
narratives, Learn Tattooing at Home by Shanna
Miller juxtaposes kitsch and considered craftsmanship providing a witty yet nostalgic discourse.
The patient art of tapestry invests kairos,
(Greek term meaning the quality of time), into
the quick pop culture slogans.
In the 21 st century the social role of objects
is no longer a two-sided affair of form and
function, but rather a more complex relationship
of forms, feelings and mentality:
I love this notion that new forms in art and
design and even new ideas are all really just
new feelings in the world. New ideas I take
for granted, but new feelings? Delicious!3
In response to Jefferey Kipnis and Annetta
Massie’s exhibition, Mood River, Phillip Johnson
updated the definition of function. Function
herein has an emotional responsibility — an
attitude. Forms become posture, materials become skin, and concepts become desires. Freed
from following modern manifestos, objects in
the 21st century reflect our personal reveries.
The function of an object, now detached
from traditional definitions, is interpreted by the
maker. This floating definition does not deny
function, but the role of function is no longer
1 Rose Slivka (2005): Rose Slivka 1919-2004. American Craft, vol.
February/March, p. 21.
2 Blanch R. Brown, ‘Ed Weiner to Me’, in Toni Greenbaum (1988):
Jewelry by Ed Weiner. Fifty/50 Gallery, New York, p. 20.
3 Phillip Johnson, Introduction in Jefferey Kipnis and Annetta Massie
(2002): Mood River. Wexner Center for the Arts, the Ohio State
University, p. forward.
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Construct ’o’ Diamond Ring (kit above, finished ring opposite)

predetermined. Experience takes a material
form. Objects become sites of individual and
social meditation. Wedding Balls I & II by Paul
McClure presents a playful perspective on
marriage, gay identity and the social role of
jewellery as a signifier of status. By contrast,
function in the work of Brad Copping and
Mary Fox is introspective and symbolic. The
continuous kaleidoscope of light and color in
Copping’s Chartreuse Spring Burleigh articulates the effervescence temper of spring,
while Fox’s classic forms function as a canvas
for painterly glaze.
Materials still play an important role in outlining
function, but in the 21st century the choice of
materials is a political decision. In the work of
David Samplonius the exotic choice of materials
for the Wall-Mounted cabinet evokes a
contemporary cabinet of curiosity, whereas the
masterful craftsmanship elicits the æsthetic in
the venerable hand-forged steel tables by
Master Blacksmith duerst. This pluralism highlights the significance of the role of materials
in defining the æsthetic concerns and function
in contemporary objects.
Objects connect us to our communities. They
function as sites for beauty and meditation,
vehicles for social commentary and personal
reveries to store in secret or display proudly.
O B J E C T oronto presents a unique opportunity
to be a part of this avant-garde culture.
– BYLINE
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David Samplonius
80 Ward Street Unit 108 , Toronto, Ontario M6H 4A6
(416) 537 5863

CLARE SCOTT-TAGGART

sphere, 2006 , mild steel, 22 inches diameter

Clare Scott-Taggart is a metalworker
based in Toronto. Shortly after graduating
from Sheridan College Clare began
Rusty Girl (19 9 4 ), a company specializing
in garden accessories. She has sold her
work across Canada and throughout the
United States, and has been featured in
many home and garden magazines and
on H G T V .
Clare is currently making custom furniture
and large garden pieces, and is exploring
more sculptural, non-functional forms.
Clare teaches three-dimensional design
at Sheridan College.

Clare Scott-Taggart
studio (415) 535 5587

I am interested in pushing the boundaries of traditional metalwork by exploring ideas of evolution
and deformation in nature.

Wall-mounted Cabinet, 2003
20 x 64 x 15 inches

mahogany, leather, aluminum

Dave Samplonius attended London’s
Fanshawe College where he received a
diploma in fine art in 1 9 8 9 . He is also a
1996 graduate of Sheridan College’s furniture design program. Since then, Dave
has been working full time in his Toronto
studio, where he focuses on speculative
work, which is shown primarily in the United
States and collected internationally.
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sophie.bouy @ gmail.com | (416) 839 8768

DIGITAL BY DESIGN

Sophie Bouy
My intention is to explore the perceived value of
objects, both monetary and functional. By selecting
objects for which there is an immediate perceived
value and changing their properties, their value will
be altered and the perception challenged.
The objective of my show is to surprise and challenge
perceptions. But most of all — I hope to make
visitors smile!

Small Box That Ticks, 2006 , stainless steel, 6 x 6 x 8 cm

k. nicol

SOPHIE BOUY

Born in Brussels, Belgium, Sophie Bouy
moved to England at age 1 9 . She enrolled in an Art Foundation course at the
Camberwell School of Art in London,
followed by a B A (Hons) degree in
Furniture Design at Leeds Metropolitan
University. Sophie moved to Toronto 1 0
years ago and started her design career
working for various design studios. In
2 0 0 4 Sophie chose to pursue her own
interests and is currently working on
conceptual design projects as well as
developing her photographic talents.

Hold the Candle, 2006 , beeswax, 15 inches

257 Niagara Street, Toronto, Ontario M6J 2L7 | (416) 214 9572

the
the
the
the

scratch of a dried up pen
punched imprint from an old typewriter
stain left by a coffee cup
fantastic craftsmanship of an old wind up clock
from Switzerland
the complexity of an old underwood typewriter
the delicateness of hundred year old drafting tools
the energy created by countless hours of mundane
repetition
an object, start to finish, created by one person
these are the things that interest me
these are the things I bring to my work.

Born 1 9 6 9 and raised in “small town”
Ontario, k. nicol studied at several institutions before giving up on any kind of
diploma. He currently works in a studio
in Toronto where he surrounds himself
with old typewriters, clocks and broken
things. He makes art.

Fran Piccaluga
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fran @ unita.ca

(416) 531 4472

Originally from Wales, Vivienne graduated
from the School of Jewellery, Birmingham,
England and moved to Toronto in the late
seventies. She has consistently divided her
time between commission work and works
for sale through galleries and exhibitions.

Button Brooches, 2005 , Acrylic sheet, mother of pearl buttons, sewing pins
2 x 2 , 2 x 1 inches

I am drawn to the sculptural quality of jewellery as
well as to the opportunity it allows for expression
through a range of materials and techniques. In this
recent body of work I’ve created pieces using non
precious and found materials; both wearable and
purely sculptural. Also through my collaboration
with designer Fran Piccaluga I have explored the
concept of ‘the displayed object’; whether on or off
the body, the object may be viewed in an effective
and intriguing way.

Francesca Piccaluga graduated from
the University of Toronto with a Bachelor
of Architecture degree. In 2000 she
established — along with visual artist
Alison McKenna — studio 8 8 9 : an open
studio /storefront on Dundas St West.
Working and living in the same community
proved to be a successful venture and 2
years later, along with two other partners,
unit a architecture inc., an architectural
design firm was established in another
storefront, on Ossington Ave., where she
still works.

FRAN PICCALUGA | VIVIENNE JONES

www.viviennejones.com

VIVIENNE JONES

Vivienne
Jones

I am interested in the space in which a work of art
is displayed. My ideas encompass a wide range of
forms; from stage installations, back drops for fashion
runway shows, the placement of plant life in gardens,
paintings on a wall and the display of jewellery. In
collaboration with jeweller Vivienne Jones, the intent
is to explore the art form/object in a given context.

Untitled, 2006 , galvanized metal hardware

Richard Wyman
| richardwyman.tripod.com
richardwymandesigns @ yahoo.ca

(416) 537 3680
RICHARD WYMAN

modular table, 2003 , 3 feet x 1 foot 4 inches

I see myself as a craftsman turning an idea into a
tangible object. I love the space age feeling of transparent acrylic resin and the way it plays with light. I
am continually exploring the versatility of a material
that is not considered a traditional medium for craft
or art, combining it with other materials to create
unique functional and non functional objects.

Originally from the United States, trained
in ceramics and sculpture, Richard immigrated to Canada in 1980 where he began
to work in plexiglas. He currently works in
acrylic resin making jewellery, one of kind
objects, furniture and custom elements
in collaboration with interior designers
and architects. His work has been featured
in Vogue, Bazaar, Canadian House and
Home, and Toronto Life.
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Susan Rankin
whitedog @ nexicom.net (705) 656.2235

We are all constantly surrounded by something. The
landscape that surrounds us shapes us and influences
us as we function within it. In my continuing series
of ‘Wired Forms’ the wired landscape, in its complexity, transforms the simple glass form. The resulting
combined form defines and reveals the object, and
at the same time casts shadows that act as a drawing
of the entire piece. References to history, nature,
and architecture are found in the wired forms make
for a rich viewing experience that goes beyond the
finely crafted pieces.
BRAD COPPING

Whitefloat, 2003 , blown glass, steel wire, steel. 51 x 51 x 51 cm

Chartreuse Spring Burleigh, 2006 , blown and hot sculpted glass, carved, sand and acid etched, 11.5 h x 14 x 14 cm

Brad Copping
whitedog @ nexicom.net (705) 656 2235

Brad is very grateful for the support his work
has received from the Ontario Arts Council
and the Canada Council for the Arts.

I wonder if it is all really some attempt to find
balance in our lives — how we live with each other
and with the physical place we find ourselves — but
that balance is not static, it is found in the flow of
our lives, a dynamic equilibrium.

MICHAEL CULLEN, TRENT PHOTO

Brad Copping is an artist and craftsperson living and working, since 1 9 9 4 ,
near Apsley, Ontario, just north of the
Petroglyphs Provincial Park and the
Peterborough Crown Game Preserve.
He creates works using glass and other
materials, and utilizing glass alone. A
glass piece from his ‘Burleigh Series’
was commissioned by the Royal Ontario
Museum in the spring of 2 0 0 1 . His
mixed media work is in the d’Amours
Collection of the Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts and was included in the
Corning Museum of Glass, New Glass
Review ( 2 5 ), for the 6 th time, in 2 0 0 4 .

Born in Saskatchewan in 1959, and currently residing in Apsley, Ontario, Susan
graduated from Sheridan College in
1989. After graduating, she received a
three-year artist in residency at the
Harbourfront Centre glass studio in
Toronto. She is part of a very recent
generation of glass artists who focuses
their attention on glassblowing and
solid bit work. Her passion for these
exacting techniques has enabled her to
develop an astonishing virtuosity.
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Shanna Miller
960 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ontario M6J 1W6

draw1 @ sympatico.ca
Shanna Miller was born in 1964 in
Wetaskiwin, Alberta. She received her
M FA from York University in Ontario and
continues to live and work in Toronto.
Her work uses iconic images combined
with a strong graphic element. With
a background in printmaking, she also
employs the use of various mediums,
most recently including: silkscreen,
gouache and graphite on paper, painting on canvas, and the use of fabric
and textiles.

My ideas and images rely on appropriation and
“borrowings” from popular culture, mass media,
art history and illustration. Through a process of
cut, paste and collage these ideas and images are
edited and distilled to create a final presentation.
Recurring themes in my work lately favour the act
of creativity itself and the questioning of academic
conventions in art. Playfulness with a sense of irony
leaves the work open to interpretation. The formal
result is a graphic, verging on illustrative style that
combines the gestural with flat masses of colour.
Radio, 2006 , plastic and electronics
(wooden prototype shown), 8 x 3 x 6 inches

Jerry Drozdowsky
960 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ontario M6J 1W6

draw1 @ sympatico.ca

I rifle through yellowed pages of vintage Popular
Mechanics discovering that I can build an arcwelder at home. Instead, I construct smaller, no
less functional devices — all of which are for sale.
My aim is to caricature, taking a consumer product
as example: a radio is a radio is a radio. What
evolves in a relatively short period of time is not so
much technological innovation but shape, perhaps
colour and this is what I expound. In the wild
marketplace it is survival of the fittest. Nature loves
symmetry nearly as much as the shopper.
Learn Tattooing at Home, 2006 , assorted fabrics, 23 x 32 inches

Born in late ‘63, Jerry Drozdowsky grew
up in and around Toronto. At the age
of three, he took up drawing, later
abandoning a career in illustration for a
burgeoning interest in motion pictures.
After graduating from York University,
with an Honors B FA , he returned to his
roots: cartooning.
Jerry uses humor with a hands-on
approach in creating art; caricaturing not
just faces in his drawings but the forms
and functions of familiar commodities;
appliances, board games and perishable
goods are often lampooned. Jerry is
currently developing an animated cartoon.

www.sarahtroper.com

Sarah Troper received her B FA from the
Nova Scotia College or Art and Design in
2 0 0 0 . She has worked as a studio artist
in both Halifax and Toronto. Sarah spent
three years as an artist-in-residence in
the Metal Studio at Harbourfront Centre
in Toronto. Her work has been exhibited
extensively in Canada and abroad.
Currently, Sarah is working in the
Jewellery Department at George Brown
College in Toronto. This coming fall she
will begin M FA studies in jewellery at the
State University of New York at New Paltz.

DIGITAL BY DESIGN

Sarah Troper
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| sarah @ sarahtroper.com

I have a desire to articulate my thoughts and ideas
about issues I find important, inspiring and even
infuriating. Jewellery is my outlet and medium for
expression.
During my undergraduate studies I began to
explore themes relating to feminism, love, gender
and sexuality. These themes continue to inspire
and form the basis of my work.
I have incorporated many identifiable symbols and
images into my work. Through the utilization of
communicative tools such as humour, irony, wit and
sarcasm, and the juxtaposition of symbol and
object, it is my intent to create tension and play. It
is the viewer’s response to these layers of meaning
that, for me, completes the process of making.

Wedding Balls I & II, 2006 , Stainless steel, 18K gold, niobium, 5 x 3 x 1 cm and 3 x 3 x 1 cm

Paul McClure
977 Dundas Street West,Toronto, Ontario M6J 1W4

www.paulmcclure.com

DIGITAL BY DESIGN

This collection of work explores the symbolic
power of the gold ring and its relationship to the
body, marital status and gay identity.

Attached, 2006
sterling silver, 24K gold plate
8 x 3.5 x 0.7 cm (each)

Paul McClure, is a graduate of the Nova
Scotia College of Art & Design (BFA, 1989)
and the National College of Art & Design
(MA, 1999). He has exhibited throughout
North America and Europe in various
invitational group and solo shows and is
represented by independent galleries
on both continents. His work is held
in private and public collections including The Museum of Decorative Arts,
Barcelona, The National Museum of
Scotland, Edinburgh and The Museum
of Civilization, Ottawa.
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She Steams, He Creams, We All Dream for I Scream, 2006 , clay, plastic, copper, 20 x 0.5 x 13 inches
Swoosh, 2006 , reduction fired stoneware, 28 x 2 x 15 inches

Robin Tieu

Michelle
Mendlowitz

rbtieu @ hotmail.com

michellemendlowitz @ hotmail.com

(416) 944 3013

416 802 2547

After completing a Bachelor of Arts
at N S C A D , I moved to Toronto for a residency at Harbourfront Centre. I have
been working here for five years, though
I still call Vancouver home. My work as a
ceramic artist plays with the ideas of food
and sexuality in a domestic setting. My
focus is to foster a dialogue between
our bodies and various notions of
nourishment. This dialogue encompasses
a wide spectrum of work, ranging from
utilitarian objects to those that allude to
functionality.

Spread is an installation that approaches sexual
behaviours in a playful and relaxed manner. The
strong connections between ceramics, food and
sexuality lend themselves easily to these interpretations. Within the piece tableware is being personified,
allowing multiple functional objects to create a
humorous discussion of human sexuality. Traditional
ceramic utilitarian forms allow the installation to
both embrace the language of the medium while
expanding our interpretations of its function.

Everyday ordinary objects are spread before the
viewers’ eyes redefining themselves and creating a
landscape of human interactions.
Working as a pair, we have chosen to create an
installation using a craft based approach to making,
with an art-based intention. Within our collaborative work, we enjoy approaching serious subjects
in a playful, accessible manner while addressing
the unnecessary hierarchal separations within the
art world.

I am a Toronto based ceramic artist who
has completed my Bachelor of Design
at the Ontario College of Art and
Design. My work, though consisting of
both functional and sculptural objects
often plays in the space between these
opposite sides of the ceramic spectrum.
The forms I create are derived from
landscape, borrowing elements from
nature, architecture and the human
form. They serve as markers of time and
intention through which I gain further
insight into myself and the world around
me. They are both action and reaction
each one informing the next.
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Adam Krawesky
hool @ inconduit.com

ADAM KRAWESKY

In city streets we are all strange to each other,
anonymous bodies passing through familiar space.
In photographing strangers I find an intimacy to act
against the anonymity that keeps us apart.

PAT H (one ring of a series of four), 2006 , acrylic, sterling silver, 6.8 x 0.3 x 7.5 cm

Lindsay MacDonald

col1307 , 2005 , C -P rint, 18 x 12 inches

(416) 839 5024 | lindsay @ annalindsay.com

Other exhibitions include S N A G 2 0 0 4 ,
Studio Works at Harbourfront Centre
2 0 0 5 , 2 0 0 6 , Alley Jaunt 2 0 0 5 , The Best
of T O A E 2 0 0 5 , and Material World at
the York Quay Gallery.

In collaboration with Adam Krawesky, I have incorporated his personal vantage point into my
wearable objects. Adam and I both study the
streets of Toronto — myself from above at a far
distance, Adam at ground level. Taking advantage
of this intersection, the objects are more informed
in terms of time and place.

ADAM KRAWESKY

Since graduating from NSCAD University,
Anna Lindsay MacDonald has been
in residence in the Metal Studio at
Harbourfront Centre, Toronto. Since
then she has received such awards as
Best of Show, as well as Honourable
Mention in Jewellery at the 2005 Toronto
Outdoor Art Exhibition. She also received
the award for Best Jewellery Design
at the 2 0 0 5 Metal Arts Guild exhibition
Northern Lights, and Honourable
mention at the Zeitgeist exhibition at
Zilberschmuck, 2 0 0 5 .

Adam Krawesky has been photographing color and life in Toronto’s downtown
streets on a daily basis for the past four
years. His work is represented by Patrick
Mikhail Gallery in Ottawa.
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duerst
1992 – 2000

Apprenticeship | Journeyman |
Master Certificate as steel fabricator |
architectural blacksmith
1997

Opened studio in Munich, Germany
2002

Opened studio in Kingston, Canada

CHERYL O’BRIEN

www.duerst.ca | duerst @ gmail.com

duerst was trained in Germany as a steel fabricator/
architectural blacksmith/ metal artist. After 7 years
he graduated with his Master Certificate. Based on
this traditional background, he developed his own
style, a mixture from contemporary /minimal and
Art Nouveau. He designs and fabricates sculptural
pieces that have a function, rather than functional
pieces with sculptural elements. His work spans
from residential to commercial and includes
furnishings, lighting, landscape projects, pure
sculpture and architectural ironworks like railings
and gates. He offers custom work as well as his
“free flow line”, pieces made non-site specific.

Smoke Signal #1 , 2005
copper and aluminium
48 x 41 x 22 inches

Don Maynard

Everyday is like Sunday, modular table system, 2006, mild steel (hand forged 3/4 - inch square bar and industrial C-channel),
14 x 28 x 30 inches (4 pieces)

meldon @ sympatico.ca

| (613) 547 2637

BERNARD CLARK PHOTOGRAPHY

In the Smoke Signals series of wall-mounted sculptures constructed from industrial air conditioners, I’m
excited by the dynamic interaction of form against
form; I am interested in how light plays on form; in
how shapes are altered by the reflective qualities of
the surfaces, and how the subtle nuances of surface,
texture and shadow create meaning.

WWW.BERNARDCLARK.COM

Increasingly, my process involves reconstituting
industrial materials. In the series, Light Forms, I am
using discarded fluorescent light tubes. These
materials are refashioned into abstract wall and floor
sculptures that show how light plays through form.
Transformed, these materials find new meaning
and purpose.

Don Maynard was born in Toronto. He is
a professional artist who shows in New
York City, Boston, Vancouver and Calgary.
Most recently his work has been exhibited
in the Tucson Museum of Contemporary
Art, Tucson, Arizona and the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre in Kingston.

Harbinger Gallery
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22 Dupont Street East, Waterloo Ontario N2J 2G9 | (519) 747 4644

Tues–Fri 10:30 am – 6 pm, Sat 10:30 am – 5 pm

Since 1987, Harbinger Gallery has promoted and exhibited
artwork by established and emerging contemporary
Canadian artists. The gallery provides the public the opportunity to see, understand and support these professionals
by producing approximately 20–25 exhibitions and features
annually. All media are represented: painting, prints, glass,
clay, jewellery, fibre, metal and sculpture.

art @ harbingergallery.com | www.harbingergallery.com
Harbinger Gallery is a member of
A R T D E A L E R S A S S O C I AT I O N o f C A N A D A

Cheryl Ruddock

A S S O C I AT I O N D E S M A R C H A N D S D ' A R T d u C A N A D A

W O R K S O N PA P E R

Cheryl Ruddock is first a painter
who works in gouache on handmade paper. She also works in oil,
monoprint, intaglio, and occasionally sculpture. Ruddock’s work
is represented in many private,
corporate and public collections
in North America.

Harbinger has played a major role in developing the
visual arts culture in the Waterloo Region by showcasing
the finest artists from across Canada. On an international
level, Harbinger has occasionally exhibited international
traveling shows displaying the best across several media.

Starfish Glass

Grounded Seeds, welded steel,
13 x 6 x 6 inches

Morna Tudor, Lisa Samphire, Gary Bolt – G L A S S

The three principals of Starfish
Glassworks, Morna Tudor, Lisa
Samphire and Gary Bolt, are awardwinning, leading edge West Coast
glass artists. The Starfish Glassworks artists have been presented
with prestigious awards and all are
founding members of the glass
collective V 6 . Morna Tudor is
known for her critically acclaimed

work with Paradise Paint and her
work is sought after for its artistic
flair and superb craftsmanship. Lisa
Samphire, blowing glass since
1 9 8 5 , has been in many juried
group shows and has had four solo
exhibitions. Blowing and casting
glass for over 1 9 years, Gary Bolt’s
work is displayed in private and
public collections internationally.

Jo-Anne Harder
SCULPTURE

Jo-Anne has shown in public
galleries in Ontario and is represented by Harbinger Gallery of
Waterloo. The focus of much of her
work is installation pieces in public
and private institutions. Currently,
Harder strives to establish an interaction between architectural and
natural environs. By combining prehistoric and contemporary shapes
she creates minimalist forms that
evoke a mysterious connectedness
present in all life. These same
elements, along with symbols and
blurred images, are used in her
metal wall sculptures to explore
themes, place and identity.

There is no denying the integration of medium and message in
Ruddock's work, of support and
image, because it is the paper, first
of all that draws our eye. Using layers of gouache coating fine tissue,
the artist builds up a satiny, stiff
material with a skin-like surface,
showing variations of a single colour.
Her images, created in graphite
and coloured pencil, are drawn on
smaller square areas within these
square-shaped supports. Sometimes the image has incised the
gouache, revealing portions of an
earlier-inscribed motif.

from left: L I S A S A M P H I R E , Double bubble platter 21 x 21 x 3 inches;
G A RY B O LT , Celestial Sphere, purple with peach fold, 8 x 8 x 3.5 inches;
M O R N A T U D O R , Shard Incalmo Vase, 9 x 9 x 10 inches

Crucible, lined in 24K gold, 5.5 h x 5 inches

Robert Held GLASS
Robert Held holds an impressive
position as one of the fathers of
North America’s Art Glass Movement, the pioneer of art glass in
Canada.
Held uses techniques that date
back as long ago as 2 0 0 0 B . C . ,
however, his collections range
from classic to contemporary.
Some works may be inspired
by works of other artists in such
varied fields as painting, photography, and even interior design.
Robert’s glass work has also been
chosen for many prestigious

awards and collections. His goblets
were selected to grace the table of
the Governor General’s “Perfect
Setting.” In 2 0 0 3 , a piece from Mr.
Held’s Flower Line was selected as
the Canadian Gift and Tableware
Association's Gift of the Year. His
glass sculptures may also be
found in major collections such as
the Roland Michener and the
Indusman.
In the last couple of years Robert
has returned to his painting roots,
where it is easy to see how his
glass design work has evolved.

Her images are rooted in memory,
remnants and fragments and substance in shadow. They derive from
the places she has lived: the Yukon,
Montreal, Rockwood and Guelph.
Flower on the Verge,
gouache, 17 x 17inches
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Sandra Noble Goss

Aggie Beynon
J E W E L L E RY

Sandra Noble Goss is nationally
acclaimed for her design work,
primarily jewellery but occasionally
she has created sculptures. She
sells and exhibits nationally, and
has been part of invitational shows
in the Electrum Gallery in London,
England (1988 ), Schwabisch Gmund
in Germany (1 9 8 8 ), Galerie Aurus
in Paris, France (1 9 9 5 ). She won
the Steele Trophy for Best in Show

for the Metal Arts Guild in 2 0 0 0 . In
her work Goss looks for richness of
texture combined with common
symbols: spirals, circles, moonshapes, hands, “symbols of protection and greeting.” Her recent
work involves found fossils and their
references to memory and family.
Some of the ideas are incorporated
into wall pieces, etched bronze
interpretations of fossils.

Black onyx, mahogany obsidian, sterling, silver and copper, married metal and
etching; pendant size 4.2 x 3.7 x 1.5 cm; necklace, 45 cm; beads, 10 mm

Mary Fox

J E W E L L E RY

Beynon’s jewellery is a cross
between sculpture and painting.
Painterly surfaces evolved due to
the powdered metal process she
pioneered with Metallurgist, Prof.
Ken Rose at the University of
Kansas. The work is about pushing
the limits of the properties of
various pure metals. For all the
action occurring between the
metals the finished pieces are
subtle, almost meditative. The
inspiration behind most of her
work is the direct result of observing the dynamics of nature, how
vegetative decomposition softens
and paints the hard surface on
which it rests or how the rigid

Forged 18K yellow gold pin, powdered metal (pure copper, silver, gold) set in
6.02 ct pair tourmaline, 6 cm x 3 cm x 1.5 cm

structure of a rock is composed of
delicate patterns revealing its
geological origins. This patterned
surface is juxtaposed with clean
forms to create a dynamic tension.
Beynon has exhibited work in

North and South America, Europe
and Japan. Currently a 2 0 -year
retrospective of her work, with
catalogue, is traveling to public
galleries in three provinces, to
end in Ontario in 2 0 0 7 .

Thomson Memorial Art Gallery in
Owen Sound, Prime Gallery in
Toronto, Harbinger Gallery in
Waterloo and Karsh-Masson Gallery
in Ottawa. He has been in ten

two-person shows with Sandra
Noble Goss. Invitational shows
have included the Electrum
Gallery in London, England (1988 ),
Schwabisch Gmund in Germany
(1 9 8 8 ), Galerie Aurus in Paris,
France (1 9 9 5 ), Velvet Da Vinci
Gallery in San Francisco (2 0 0 5 )
and many in Toronto, Canada.

C L AY

Andrew Goss JEWELLERY

Mary Fox is a self-taught ceramic
artist. Fox began working with
clay at the age of 1 3 in Victoria,
British Columbia and has exhibited
nationally and abroad since 1 9 8 6 .
“The most beautiful shapes are
the simplest. Yet these are often
the most difficult to produce.”
She delights in the challenge of
creating contemporary vessels
based on classic shapes. Mary
states “when you are working with
pure form, the tiniest fraction of
an inch at any spot will make the
difference between just a vase
and a vase full of life."
Fox’s work is collected across
Canada and abroad. Last year she
was one of 5 7 international artists
at 2 0 0 2 International Ceramics
Award, Shepparton Art Gallery,
Shepparton Australia, the largest
international ceramics exhibition
in the southern hemisphere. She
has had her elegant pieces on the
cover of Artichoke Magazine and
other prominent publications.

Since 1970 , Andrew Goss’ jewellery
and metalwork has been shown in
over 9 0 exhibitions, ranging from
solo to invitational group shows.
He has had solo shows at the Tom

Large Boat Concrete Pendants, cast in concrete in a variety of colours: grey,
white, charcoal, Pendants are 2.75 l x l0.5 w x 0.5 d inches

Red Terrasigillata, layered crawl glazes, multi fired earthenware, oxidation,
11 h x 9 1/2 inches

Andrew’s design work, whether
jewellery or sculpture, is pared
down with little or no decorative
surface to compete with the
strength of his forms. His jewellery
is about ideas rather than precious ornament. In his research
into concrete, which has been
published, he “combines metal,
something we consider precious
or valuable, with concrete, an
inexpensive building material,
and a door opens into an exploration of alternative materials
in jewellery and art. It can also
be a metaphor about what we
really value.”

